
FORMATIVE LISKEARD NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN HOUSING STRATEGY

1.INTRODUCTION

This report sets out the findings of the Liskeard Neighbourhood Plan Housing 

Working Group, along with recommendations to the NP Steering groups as to 

appropriate objectives and outline polices that would make up a deliverable and 

well supported strategy for the creation of new housing for the town.

The Working Group membership is as follows:

Name Status
Steve Besford-Foster Community volunteer (Chair of 

Group)
Malcolm Holloway Community volunteer and Liskeard 

Matters
Alan Groves Community volunteer
Stuart Johnson Community volunteer
Lorna Shrubsole Town Councillor
James Shrubsole Town Councillor (Chair of NP Team)
Jeff Butel Community volunteer
Allison Livingstone Community volunteer and Liskeard 

Matters

2.PROCESS

Creation of this report involved a period of evidence gathering and a range of 

issues that might influence the housing strategy of the NP. The evidence 

includes…….(summary). Following that a series of meetings were held to process 

the evidence and define the outline of a strategy, using various basic strategy 

building techniques. A stakeholder session with local builders was also held, aimed 

at discovering the views of the businesses that might deliver the strategy. Site 

tours were also made to identify the physical constraints affecting the town and 

the potential sites for further development.

3.SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE
a. CORNWALL LOCAL PLAN ASSESSMENT OF HOUSING NEEDS

b. DEMOGRAPHICS



c. EXISTING HOUSING MIX, TENURE, PRICES, 

d. SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION AND ‘NEIGHBOURHOODS’
i. Liskeard is in itself a neighbourhood, with the town centre at its 

core. However it is possible to discern several more localised 

neighbourhoods, (see Diagram 1) all of whom look to the town 

centre and other areas for services, but most of which also have 

some services located within them. These also have something of a 

local identity and character, and are recognised within the town 

community as specific localities.
ii. Such areas, where they have ‘nodes’ of services, provide a template 

on which to grow, and on which neighbourhoods can be 

strengthened and sustained, so reducing travel needs and 

supporting community cohesion.
iii. Notably, these neighbourhoods are well linked to the town centre, 

mostly all within a reasonable walking time of 20 minutes or less, 

albeit that these routes are not always conveniently level.

e.  AFFORDABLE AND SOCIAL HOUSING NEEDS

f. TOPOGRAPHY AND FEATURES
i. Liskeard grew naturally at a position that takes advantage of…….
ii. In terms of topography the town has spread in modern times over 

the flattest land available, and this is now at a premium. However, 

reference to the topographical map at Diagram 2 show that some 

‘flatter’ areas are still available.

4. KEY POINTS FROM COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT FEEDBACK

‘Whilst acknowledging housing must be part of the Plan, there was considerable 

agreement that every effort should be made to use brownfield sites, not good 

agricultural land and that better use should be made of empty housing and 

commercial property. It was also strongly argued that if houses were required, 

and many needed convincing of the real demand, it should be built in smaller 

developments with mixed properties, larger houses, bungalows for older people, 

starter homes for young singles and families. The term ‘affordable’ was used by 

many respondents but this should be treated with some caution as no-one would 

ever ask for unaffordable housing. However, when accompanied by other terms 

such as ‘social housing’, ‘starter properties’ it is clear that the respondents meant 

low cost. There were other respondents who argued that the houses should of a 



higher build quality than recent new housing in town, and others that homes for 

professionals and quality homes for an aging population would attract people to 

the town.

A substantial number of respondents questioned the need for housing. Several 

respondents pointing out that there are many empty and unsold properties and 

that house prices were not rising. Concern was also frequently expressed that the 

social infrastructure (schools, hospital, surgeries,) and physical infrastructure 

(roads, drains, parks and green spaces) would not be able to support a sizable 

increase in population. Most significant of all was the point made very frequently 

by respondents, that without employment Liskeard would become more of a 

dormitory town for Plymouth, St Austell and beyond or draw in the unwaged from 

elsewhere. Many suggested that 

‘The point was made repeatedly, ‘jobs first, then houses’. ‘The respondents were 

generally in favour of including renewable energy schemes, solar, and wind, in the 

town plan either as community schemes or individually on all new developments 

of housing and industrial units.

‘…a very strong belief that Liskeard still has a role to play beyond being a 

dormitory town. Therefore it is important that the key strengths of the town are 

identified and secured for the future….. Respondents to the questionnaire are 

saying, quite consistently, housing if we must, but not at the expense of all 

Liskeard currently offers. New buildings should be of a high quality, similar to the 

better properties in town, infrastructure and greens spaces should be included in 

the plans. Respondents are very concerned about employment but do not know 

how to attract jobs and, most significantly, they see Liskeard as a social and 

leisure hub for the old market town and its hinterland, but would like the facilities 

to be a lot better.

Most popular Comments on Housing Needs and Priorities
Number of comments made 



SWOT ANALYSIS

STRENGTHS

 Main line railway and A38

 Superfast Broadband

 Attractive setting

 Attractive town centre

 Distinct urban boundary

 Strong heritage presence (many Listed 
Buildings)

 Heritage links to Bodmin Moor

 Community Hospital (modern) with MIU

 Lux Park Leisure Centre

 Good  and well distributed range of smaller 
opportunity sites for development

 High level of social housing 

WEAKNESSES

 Easy commute to Plymouth brings housing 
pressure

 Topography restricts walking catchment and 
connectivity

 Most vehicle movements through town centre

 Imbalance in housing type, size and tenure  – 
favours lower end of market

 Social mix and skills base unbalanced

 Some housing environmental decay/lack of 
care

 Some sites land-locked or held in long term 
reserve

 Relatively weak jobs market and low 
employment land supply

 Lack of further education

 Weak retail offer

 Poor evening economy



 Services dispersed around edge of town

OPPORTUNITIES

 Main line railway offers opportunity for 
sustainable developments

 Environment & heritage strengths may attract 
skilled people, inward investment, higher 
value/skill firms

 Residual hsg numbers offer chance to 
rebalance hsg market (social targets nearly 
met)

 Surplus CC office sites coming on to market – 
opportunity for upmarket hsg or small flats to 
meet priority needs

 Place additional hsg to support town centre 
use, vitality, viability – eg flats over shops

 20 – 30 empty properties with potential for 
reuse

 Dispersed housing siting better able to limit 
use of green fields, support existing 
neighbourhoods, support local building trade.

THREATS

 Excessive growth pressure from commuting 
beyond planned supply

 Attractive location to major house builders

 Housing growth outstrips employment growth, 
thus defeating purpose of LEP strategy to drive 
up incomes 

 Housing growth outstrips service capacity

 Continuing decline in public sector jobs 

 Continuing growth in level of social housing 
extends imbalance of social mix and skills base

 Buy to let pressures

 Poor housing environment extends 

 Weak retail offer, evening economy, absence of 
FE, discourages attraction of  skilled people, 
inward investment, higher value/skill firms 

 Dispersed housing less able to support 
planning gains

 Lack of co-operation from local builders, 
landowners etc

PESTLE ANALYSIS

POLITICAL

 New CO2 Building Regulations

 NPPF likely to change after election

 Emphasis on NPs could change after election

 More initiatives to encourage FTBs

 Further reductions in grant support

 Cornwall Council focus on mid and west 
Cornwall continues/increases as budgets 
tighten

 Pressure from CPRE, RAs, not to release sites.

ECONOMIC

 Hsg market depends on local economic 
conditions

 Impact of long term deflation on  house prices – 
risk of ‘crash’

 Interest rates steady, but may change in longer 
term

 Reducing money for infrastructure restricts 
growth or leads to overloads

 Local economic growth needs support from 
housing growth and mix

 Pension fund relaxation results in more buy to 
let properties - is this negative or positive for 
Liskeard?

 Economic instability resulting from EU 
‘stagflation’

 General housing market trends influence 
Liskeard

 Economic mobility of people and firms 
increasing

 Increasing self-employment and working from 
home

SOCIAL TECHNICAL



 Increasing numbers of one-person HHs

 Ageing population – need for more ‘lifetime 
homes’

 Social mobility increasing

 Growing interest in renting rather than 
ownership

 Perceptions of social housing not positive

 As technology in building increase, more 
regulation and costs emerge

 Need for all new housing to accommodate IT 
and SFBB

 Increasing self-employment and working from 
home suggests need for new homes to include 
office or workshop space

 Self-builders generally better able/more willing 
to be innovative

 Expected lifetime of buildings reducing

LEGAL

 Increasing regulation may add to costs

 Increasing propensity to litigate may impact 
on allocations, planning conditions (eg 
affordable housing criteria)

 Developer challenges to NP

ENVIRONMENTAL

 Land contamination issue around Liskeard 

(Arsenic) – tests adding to costs.

 Radon

 Sustainable Unban Drainage always required

 Increasing incidence of flash flooding as result 

of climate change

 Potential impacts of climate change and new 

development may be felt some distance from 

Town

5.SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Our over-riding purpose must be to deliver sustainable development. Sustainable 

development means making sure we grow and develop in a way that’s safe 

and fair for future generations. To get the best long-term outcome our housing 

strategy must follow the guiding principles of sustainable development, which are:

 Living within the planet’s environmental limits – protect and enhance 

our natural and man-made environment, and respond to climate change.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_change


 Ensuring a strong, healthy and just society – meet present and future needs 

for the housing, work and services that support the wellbeing of all our 

community.
 Achieving a sustainable economy – support actions that build prosperity for 

all and use resources wisely.
 Promoting good governance – make sure that all are involved in creating the 

Neighbourhood Plan

6.OVERARCHING STRATEGY

The evidence we have collected suggests to us that the housing strategy should aim to 

meet the towns housing needs (as established in the emerging Cornwall Local 

Plan) up to 2030 in a way that enhances the role of Liskeard as the economic 

centre of a wider rural hinterland, and enhances the environmental, social and 

economic sustainability of Liskeard and its neighbourhoods, whilst protecting 

the interests of future generations.

7.  OBJECTIVES

To deliver this strategy, the following objectives are suggested:

 Meet the requirements of the Cornwall Local Plan to 2030; 
 Integrate new development with and strengthen existing neighbourhoods which 

are accessible to key facilities, services and the town centre by pedestrian and 

cycling routes that are reasonably direct, level, and safe;
 Do not add unacceptably to pressure on infrastructure, service and road traffic 

conditions
 Provide opportunities to resolve local infrastructure problems with small scale 

and sustainable remedial measures.
 Maximise use of brownfield land (including outworn employment sites), 

conversions and redevelopment.
 Redress the imbalance in housing tenure, size and mix whilst meeting essential 

social needs by providing for a mix of dwelling types, including particularly 1 and 

2 bedroom flats for single people and couples, and better quality housing that 

meet the needs of businesses moving to or expanding in the area.
 Support proposals to enhance the viability and vitality of the town centre by 

increasing footfall and town centre residential development;
 Relate the phased release of housing land to the availability of jobs within the 

Liskeard area;
 Support the local building industry and release the energy of self-build initiative; 
 Promote high quality in terms of appearance and design; 
 Promote develop contributions to the development and extension of the Town’s 

social infrastructure
 Encourage use of best practice sustainable development techniques 
 Build in features which encourage the provision and use of public transport



8.OPTIONS

There are at least three optional strategy approaches to achieve this strategic aim and 
objectives:
Option A - dispersed approach: Strong emphasis on identifying and bringing forward 
redevelopment, intensification and infill opportunities within the built up area of the town, 
with only very small (up to 30?) extensions beyond the boundary. Where possible 
clustered to relate to the nucleus of a ‘neighbourhood’.
Option B – neighbourhood extension approach: Larger extensions beyond the 
existing built up area where the development integrates well with existing ‘nodes’ of 
services that are well related to transport routes, and employment areas and form the 
focus for a ‘neighbourhood’.
Option C – focused approach: Close focus on maximising redevelopment and 
intensification on brownfield sites, for example the Cattle Market, redundant public sector 
sites such as the Magistrates Court, CC disposals.

As a fourth option to test and compare, a more traditional urban extension model is 
included:
Option D – Big Bang: Identifying only one or possibly two large urban extension sites.

Each of these options has advantages and disadvantages that must be weighed against 
the dimensions of sustainability, the evidence, and the aspirations of the community. The 
following table seeks do this:



Option A - dispersed 

approach Strong emphasis 

on identifying and bringing 

forward redevelopment, 

intensification and infill 

opportunities within the built 

up area of the town, with only 

very small (up to 30?) 

extensions beyond the 

boundary. Where possible 

clustered to relate to the 

nucleus of a ‘neighbourhood’.

Option B – 

neighbourhood 

extension approach 
Larger extensions beyond the 

existing built up area where 

the development integrates 

well with existing ‘nodes’ of 

services that are well related 

to transport routes, and 

employment areas and form 

the focus for a 

‘neighbourhood’.

Option C – focused 

approach Close focus on 

maximising redevelopment 

and intensification on 

brownfield sites, for example 

the Cattle Market, redundant 

public sector sites such as the 

Magistrates Court, CC 

disposals.

Option D – Big Bang 
Identifying only one or 

possibly two large urban 

extension sites.

Ability to meet 

CLP housing needs 

requirements

 Sufficient sites exist, well 

spread around the town. 

However very reliant on 

market conditions, 

willingness of site owner, & 

capacity of local builders.  

Multiple applications 

required. May come forward 

very slowly. Also may 

present issues in the 

mechanism of counting in 

housing land supply terms.

 Sufficient sites exist near to 

nodes to supply 500 to 700 

units.

 Specific sites exist to meet 

most of requirement, but 

would rely on other redev 

and infill to make total. Very 

reliant on market conditions.  

Multiple applications 

required. May come forward 

very slowly.

 Sufficient sites exist near to 

nodes to supply 500 to 700 

units



Integrate / 

strengthen 

existing 

neighbourhoods

 Not specifically targetable as 

relies on opportunity sites. 

Likely to be more acceptable 

to public generally, but may 

create more localised 

concerns. 

 Can be specifically targeted 

on nodes and required to 

supply particular elements 

that aid neighbourhood 

development. Less likely to 

be supported, although the 

available sites have limited 

impact on existing residential

 Not specifically targetable as 

relies on opportunity sites. 

May have issues of 

acceptability as some sites 

‘cherished’ by community.

 Limited, tends to create 

separate community

Impact on 

infrastructure, 

service, road 

traffic conditions

 Local impacts may be 

marginal, but cumulative 

effects may be significant.

May be significant locally, 

some wider impacts, but 

developer contributions to 

off-site improvement 

possible.

 Local impacts may be 

marginal, but cumulative 

effects may be significant.

May be significant locally and 

generally, but significant 

developer contributions to 

off-site improvement 

possible.

Resolve local 

infrastructure 

problems

 Limited by small scale 

developer contributions 

likely, and would need 

banking/management 

arrangements.

 Larger single sums for 

specific access and off-site 

improvements possible.

 Limited by small scale 

developer contributions 

likely, and would need 

banking/management 

arrangements. However, 

could resolve specific local 

issues

 Larger single sums for 

specific access and off-site 

improvements possible.

Maximise use of 

brownfield land

Most sites brownfield. Mainly green land, some 

brownfield.

Most sites brownfield. Mainly green land,



Redress imbalance 

in housing tenure 

& mix

 Sites below ten units will not 

require affordable housing 

levy, so could over provide 

more expensive homes, and 

under provide on affordable.

 Affordable housing levy at 

25% or more, remainder of 

site market housing. 

Potential to focus on 

particular types within site.

 Sites below ten units will not 

require affordable housing 

levy, so could over provide 

more expensive homes, and 

under provide on affordable. 

Possible for some sites, 

controlled by CC, to be 

brought forward for specific 

mix/tenure.

 Affordable housing levy at 

25% or more, remainder of 

site market housing. 

Potential to focus on 

particular types within site

Enhance viability 

and vitality of 

town centre

 Sites all within walking 

distance of town centre, 

several in town centre or on 

periphery.

 Sites all within walking 

distance of town centre.

 Sites mostly within walking 

distance of town centre, 

several in town centre or on 

periphery.

More remote from town 

centre and could include uses 

which may compete with it

Phased release to 

availability of jobs

 Unlikely to be achievable 

formally, but likely to ‘self-

phase’ 

 Phasing possible if reasoned 

justification is made.

 Unlikely to be achievable 

formally, but likely to ‘self-

phase’

 Phasing possible if reasoned 

justification is made.

Support local 

building industry

Most small sites are 

delivered by small builders

Mostly taken up by 

national/regional companies 

and built be labour etc. 

brought in from outside, but 

potential for local support.

May provide foe a mix of 

local and regional builders.

Mostly taken up by national 

companies and built be 

labour etc. brought in from 

outside, but potential for 

local support.

Release the 

energy of self-

build

 Some sites may come 

forward through individual 

initiative

 Not likely unless specifically 

required or a specific 

allocation.

 Some sites may come 

forward through individual 

initiative

 Not likely unless specifically 

required or a specific 

additional allocation



High quality in 

terms of 

appearance & 

design

 Potential for very good 

attainment of this  objective, 

subject to providers 

skill/expertise

 Potential for very good 

attainment of this objective, 

subject to commercial drivers 

of the developer.

 Potential for very good 

attainment of this  objective, 

subject to providers 

skill/expertise

 Likely to be ‘design book’ 

choices.

Promote 

developer 

contributions to 

Town’s social 

infrastructure

 Limited potential.  Reasonable potential. May 

include specific offers (e.g. 

Cinema).

 Limited potential.  Reasonable potential. May 

include specific offers (e.g. 

Cinema).

Include best 

practice 

sustainable 

development 

techniques

 Limited potential.  Reasonable potential.  Limited potential.  Reasonable potential.

   

   



Diagram 1: Liskeard ‘Neighbourhoods’











 



Table: Linking Vision/Aims, objectives and policies.

Vision/Aims Statement: 

Objectives Policy suggestions

9.Site Assessments
Site assessment grid for Housing WG

Site name/location: Old Road/ocean housing scheme

Size: small

character of site
brownfield/infill/periphery/open 
countryside

green field/rounding off

natural features/slope/flood risk/power 
lines/biodiversity

Gentle slope near Allen Vale, sloping down more steeply to Moorswater and Old Rd

agricultural value  pasture

green or public open 
space/designations/areas of local 
significance/trails

impact on landscape/skyline/views into 
and out of site

Top of site visible on skyline to North edge of town. Impact on views into & out of AGLV/Ladye valley

Sustainability

road capacity/public 
transport/walking/cycling connectivity

local road to town centre and to Moorswater linking to A38. 



utilities available/high speed broadband

local services 
(health/education/shops/culture/leisure) 
- capacity

close to primary school/nursery. Extended walking/cycling distance to main shops, doctor/dentist, but 
a distance to secondary school/hospital/rail station

s106/CIL project possibilities enhance walking/cycling connectivity with town

neighbouring sites

compatibility/impact on Houses opposite in Old Rd/Allen Vale

basesd on suggestions from Planning Aid

Site assessment grid for Housing WG

Site name/location: Field West of Station Rd between Morley Tamblyn and Pencubitt

Size: small/rounding off

character of site
brownfield/infill/periphery/open 
countryside

green field/infill

natural features/slope/flood risk/power 
lines/biodiversity

flat with good access to Lodge Hill/ Station Rd

agricultural value pasture

green or public open 
space/designations/areas of local 
significance/trails

close to Southern end of Caradon Trail

impact on landscape/skyline/views into 
and out of site

Established large houses opposite

Sustainability

road capacity/public 
transport/walking/cycling connectivity

Good access to Station and town via Station Rd. Vehicle access to A38 through town  + bus links



utilities available/high speed broadband

local services 
(health/education/shops/culture/leisure) 
- capacity

Town centre accessible on foot/cycle - doctor/dentist/nursery/shops. Car journey to primary 
school(s)/hospital

s106/CIL project possibilities

neighbouring sites

compatibility/impact on

basesd on suggestions from Planning Aid

Site assessment grid for Housing WG

Site name/location: Bolitho Farm

Size: medium/large

character of site
brownfield/infill/periphery/open 
countryside

open countryside next to A38 and Island Shop junction

natural features/slope/flood risk/power 
lines/biodiversity

Flat area near access road, sloping steeply into A38 valley. On South side of A38

agricultural value good pasture/silage/other croppage?

green or public open 
space/designations/areas of local 
significance/trails

impact on landscape/skyline/views into 
and out of site

High impact on views from town visible across valley from Trevanion Rd area

Sustainability

road capacity/public 
transport/walking/cycling connectivity

Good access to A38, but unattractive walking/cycling across bridge/slip road - would need improved 
paths/cycle crossing. But easy access to Morrisons/Bubblesite and bus-stops



utilities available/high speed broadband

local services 
(health/education/shops/culture/leisure) 
- capacity

Close to Morrisons/Bubble site shopping - St Martins primary school within walking distance/short car 
ride away but connectivity across A38 would need to be improved

s106/CIL project possibilities improvement to junction accessing A38 + cycling/walking connectivity

neighbouring sites

compatibility/impact on

basesd on suggestions from Planning Aid

Site assessment grid for Housing WG

Site name/location: Barras Cross

Size: small/rounding off

character of site
brownfield/infill/periphery/open 
countryside

green field/infill 

natural features/slope/flood risk/power 
lines/biodiversity

 sloping near Barras Cross, becoming steep to SW

agricultural value  good pasture/silage/other croppage? 

green or public open 
space/designations/areas of local 
significance/trails

Caradon Trail along one edge to St Cleer.  AGLV to North 

impact on landscape/skyline/views into 
and out of site

elevated position on skyline - impact on views inward & outward AGLV + through Lady valley

Sustainability

road capacity/public 
transport/walking/cycling connectivity

walking/cycling to secondary school/leisure centre. Narrow road access to town centre via Barras 
Place and lack of footpath. Poor connectivity to A38 and rail station



utilities available/high speed broadband

local services 
(health/education/shops/culture/leisure) 
- capacity

secondary school, leisure centre, town centre shops/doctor/dentist, but a distance from primary 
schools, hospital

s106/CIL project possibilities

neighbouring sites

compatibility/impact on close to housing at Barras cross

basesd on suggestions from Planning Aid

Site assessment grid for Housing WG

Site name/location: Field West of Station Rd between Morley Tamblyn and Pencubitt

Size: small/rounding off

character of site
brownfield/infill/periphery/open 
countryside

green field/infill

natural features/slope/flood risk/power 
lines/biodiversity

flat with good access to Lodge Hill/ Station Rd

agricultural value pasture

green or public open 
space/designations/areas of local 
significance/trails

close to Southern end of Caradon Trail

impact on landscape/skyline/views into 
and out of site

Established large houses opposite



Sustainability

road capacity/public 
transport/walking/cycling connectivity

Good access to Station and town via Station Rd. Vehicle access to A38 through town  + bus links

utilities available/high speed broadband

local services 
(health/education/shops/culture/leisure) - 
capacity

Town centre accessible on foot/cycle - doctor/dentist/nursery/shops. Car journey to primary 
school(s)/hospital

s106/CIL project possibilities

neighbouring sites

compatibility/impact on

basesd on suggestions from Planning Aid

Site assessment grid for Housing WG

Site name/location: Lamellion Cross

Size: medium/large

character of site
brownfield/infill/periphery/open 
countryside

green field bordering Station Rd development

natural features/slope/flood risk/power 
lines/biodiversity

Flat near access point, sloping increasingly steeply into valley to the South

agricultural value good pasture/any other croppage?



green or public open 
space/designations/areas of local 
significance/trails

close to Southern end of Caradon Trail

impact on landscape/skyline/views into 
and out of site

viewable from New Rd end of town (degree of impact depending on extent of development)

Sustainability

road capacity/public 
transport/walking/cycling connectivity

good access to rail station and town centre via Station Rd. Vehicle access to A38 through town - 
previous large schemes hinged on improving access. Bus links. 

utilities available/high speed broadband

local services 
(health/education/shops/culture/leisure) - 
capacity

Town centre accessible on foot/cycle - doctor/dentist/nursery/shops. Car journey to primary 
school(s)/hospital

s106/CIL project possibilities improved access to A38, via either Moorswater or Heathlands

neighbouring sites

compatibility/impact on impact on views from New Rd. area

basesd on suggestions from Planning Aid

Site assessment grid for Housing WG

Site name/location: Tencreek



Size: Potentially medium/large

character of site
brownfield/infill/periphery/open 
countryside

open countryside periphery of town (portion of it effectively brownfield  by A38/Liskeard Tavern 
where topsoil removed)

natural features/slope/flood risk/power 
lines/biodiversity

Flat turning to steep slope into valley at NW end

agricultural value majority good pasture/silage/other croppage?/part no value - topsoil removed

green or public open 
space/designations/areas of local 
significance/trails

footpath across site + tracks in adjoining public amenity woodland

impact on landscape/skyline/views into 
and out of site

low beside A38 - exposed site visible from outskirts of town

Sustainability

road capacity/public 
transport/walking/cycling connectivity

good road access to A38/Hotel/Tavern/Morrisons/Bubble site. Footpath access to Bubble site 
and town centre improved, but better road crossings needed. St Martins primary  school within 
walking distance + bus services on Charter Way.

utilities available/high speed broadband easily serviced - broadband

local services 
(health/education/shops/culture/leisure) - 
capacity

Close to Morrisons/Bubble site & St Martins primary School. Facilities at Clemo rd within range, 
but a distance from town centre.

s106/CIL project possibilities improved cycle provision & road crossings

neighbouring sites

compatibility/impact on visible from Morrisons estate and open countryside to North. Low impact to A38 side

basesd on suggestions from Planning Aid



Site assessment grid for Housing WG

Site name/location: East of Charter Way

Size: 11 + Ha?

character of site
brownfield/infill/periphery/open 
countryside

borders onto Holman Rd business park -historically earmarked as extension of employment land. 
Development not occurred due to access through 'ransom strip'/lack of interest by landowner?. 
Alternative access possible directly from Charter Way?

natural features/slope/flood risk/power 
lines/biodiversity

flat on east side - gentle slope turning to steep near Charter Way

agricultural value pasture of mixed quality?

green or public open 
space/designations/areas of local 
significance/trails

impact on landscape/skyline/views into 
and out of site

views out to business park (N), open country (E), Liskerrett Vale housing (W). Site would be 
visible from Liskerrett Vale Housing

Sustainability

road capacity/public 
transport/walking/cycling connectivity

Very good potential access onto Charter Way and onto A38 

utilities available/high speed broadband yes

local services 
(health/education/shops/culture/leisure) - 
capacity

Close to Clemo Road - hospital, supermarket, doctor, nursery, dentist. Access to Morrisons/St 
Martins school by road and potentially on foot via Lake Lane underpass?

s106/CIL project possibilities improved access onto road - footpath links to town to improve connectivity

neighbouring sites

compatibility/impact on Business park to North  - need to ensure no conflict with types of business



basesd on suggestions from Planning Aid

Site assessment grid for Housing WG

Site name/location: Clemo Rd/Callington Rd/Pengover Rd

Size: large (approx 15 Ha?)

character of site
brownfield/infill/periphery/open 
countryside

open countryside bordering hospital site

natural features/slope/flood risk/power 
lines/biodiversity

gentle slope at Clemo Rd end, becoming steep at North side  into bottom of valley. Power lines 
along edge of site to east

agricultural value good pasture/silage/other croppage? 

green or public open 
space/designations/areas of local 
significance/trails

footpath along bottom of valley

impact on landscape/skyline/views into 
and out of site

next to hospital and other buildings adjoining Clemo Rd.   Views out across countryside to North, 
but with incinerator plant in valley. Could impact on views towards Liskeard from Callington Rd 
approach - but horizon already has buildings on it

Sustainability

road capacity/public 
transport/walking/cycling connectivity

Very good potential access (road/bus services) at Clemo Rd end towards Charter way and A38. 
plus potential access onto Callington Rd as well

utilities available/high speed 
broadband/PV potential

Yes

local services 
(health/education/shops/culture/leisure) - 
capacity

very good (hospital/dentist/surgery/supermarket,within walking distance. Close to reserved site 
for future primary school

s106/CIL project possibilities New roundabout and access at Clemo Rd junction



neighbouring sites

compatibility/impact on Peakes incinerator borders site at bottom of valley - at bottom of valley

basesd on suggestions from Planning Aid

Site assessment grid for Housing WG

Site name/location: Hendra Parc

Size: small/medium

character of site part built on - homeless facility
brownfield/infill/periphery/open 
countryside

infill - next to hospital- includes two multi-use houses already, plus large available surrounding 
space. Pre-app for affordable housing submitted

natural features/slope/flood risk/power 
lines/biodiversity

gentle slope -  power line to top corner

agricultural value nil

green or public open 
space/designations/areas of local 
significance/trails

-

impact on landscape/skyline/views into 
and out of site

low impact - conifer screening to main road - some visibility from Callington Rd as approaching 
Liskeard - but not on sky-line

Sustainability



road capacity/public 
transport/walking/cycling connectivity

close to neighbourhood - present road access to main Callington Rd - visibility may need 
improvement. Footpath to hospital site edge

utilities available/high speed broadband yes

local services 
(health/education/shops/culture/leisure) - 
capacity

many - supermarket, hospital, doctor, dentist, nursery and reserved site for new primary school 
very close by

s106/CIL project possibilities connecting footpath. Potential entrance to site improved

neighbouring sites

compatibility/impact on minimal

basesd on suggestions from Planning Aid

Site assessment grid for Housing WG

Site name/location: Barras Cross

Size: small/rounding off

character of site
brownfield/infill/periphery/open 
countryside

green field/infill 

natural features/slope/flood risk/power 
lines/biodiversity

 sloping near Barras Cross, becoming steep to SW

agricultural value  good pasture/silage/other croppage? 

green or public open 
space/designations/areas of local 
significance/trails

Caradon Trail along one edge to St Cleer.  AGLV to North 



impact on landscape/skyline/views into 
and out of site

elevated position on skyline - impact on views inward & outward AGLV + through Lady valley

Sustainability

road capacity/public 
transport/walking/cycling connectivity

walking/cycling to secondary school/leisure centre. Narrow road access to town centre via Barras 
Place and lack of footpath. Poor connectivity to A38 and rail station

utilities available/high speed broadband

local services 
(health/education/shops/culture/leisure) - 
capacity

secondary school, leisure centre, town centre shops/doctor/dentist, but a distance from primary 
schools, hospital

s106/CIL project possibilities

neighbouring sites

compatibility/impact on close to housing at Barras cross

basesd on suggestions from Planning Aid
I think also that we should take the site assessments that have been done and build these into a 'sustainability matrix' which will link the social, economic and physical 
aspects to ensure that the new housing captures the essential distinctiveness of the town, for example, mix, scale, respecting local design character, traditional routes, 
cherished views and settings, variations in neighbourhood and community character, popular gathering places, culture, heritage, etc. 


